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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate the possibility  to segment a dynamic positron 
emission tomography (PET) image based on the behaviour of different tissue types to the 
same injected tracer. Another aim was to find out if the optimum number of clusters for K-
means clustering could be found. Finally, the possibility of improving the signal to noise 
ratio (SNR) was investigated. 
The K-means cluster analysis clusters the data via an iterative process. This process uses 
the time activity  of each voxel to assign this voxel to one of the K clusters. The number of 
clusters, K, must be pre-selected. The result of the analysis is a clustered image where 
each voxel is assigned to the cluster from which the centroid most closely resembles the 
time activity of that voxel. 
The study was carried out with the use of a self-written script within the program Matlab. 
This script was used to analyse the PET data by first performing the K-means cluster 
analysis with the use of the built in function kmeans. After this the mean squared error 
(MSE) was determined to look at the possibility  of estimating the optimum number of 
clusters, K. The within cluster variance and the summed deviation were also calculated for 
the same purpose.  
For the SNR improvement a different type of clustering, soft clustering, was employed. 
This method uses the distance of each voxel to the different cluster centroids to represent 
each voxel by a linear combination of all centroids. 
It was found that the K-means cluster analysis gives a clear segmentation of the dynamic 
PET image. The optimum number of clusters can be estimated with the use of the MSE or 
the within cluster variance by looking at the stabilising region of the resulting graphs. Clues 
have been found that, when the surroundings are not being taken into account, the 
optimum number of clusters could be calculated by looking at the summed within cluster 
deviation. This should be subject of further research.
As a last result, the SNR of the dynamic PET images have been improved with the use of 
the results of the cluster analysis. This results can be used to represent the original 
dataset with a much smaller new dataset.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In the field of nuclear medicine, positron emission tomography (PET) is used for functional 
imaging. This is done by injecting the patient with a tracer in which a positron emitting 
isotope is incorporated. The distribution of the injected tracer is determined by both the 
characteristics of the tracer and the tissue under investigation. Different tracers have been 
developed whose behaviour is a function of e.g. trans-membrane transport, different forms 
of metabolism or tracer binding to for example receptors.
There are two mechanisms responsible for the emission of a positron. The first mechanism 
is a consequence of the fundamental particles of the proton and neutron. These particles 
are called quarks and can have a charge of +2/3 or -1/3, which are called the up and down 
state respectively. A neutron has two down and one up  quarks, making a total of zero 
charge. A proton had two up and one down quarks, making a total of one charge. When a 
quark changes from an up quark to a down quark, the proton becomes a neutron. This 
change is accompanied with a change in energy. This energy is represented by a positron 
and a neutrino.
The second mechanism is a form of stimulated emission. Here a photon is used to create 
an electron positron pair. When the electron reacts with the proton, this will become a 
neutron. Now the positron, which is positively  charged, finds itself in a positively charged 
nucleus from which it will be emitted. For this mechanism it is also possible that a neutrino 
is created. Its only function is to carry away excess energy [5].
For PET, the emitted positron is of high importance, because its specific behaviour is used 
to create images of the underlying radioactivity  distribution.  The positron is the antiparticle 
of the electron and can be thought of as an electron, but with a positive charge.  When a 
positron and electron are put in close vicinity of each other an annihilation reaction will 
take place if the energies of both particles are comparable. When an annihilation reaction 
takes place, the combined energy and momentum, according to the laws of conservation 
of momentum and energy, have to be conserved. In the case of a positron electron 
annihilation this gives rise to a set of two photons (gamma rays), each having an energy of 
511 keV and at 180 degrees opposite of each other. 
As discussed above, for the annihilation to occur, the energies of these particles have to 
be comparable. This means that the positron will first have to lose some of its kinetic 
energy which it has received upon emission from the nucleus. The positron loses this 
energy by Coulomb  interactions which electrons. Consequently, it will travel some distance 
from the position of the emission. This distance is in the order of 1mm. In practice, there 
will always be some remaining momentum of the positron-electron pair, which will results 
in a small deviation in the angle of both annihilation photons.
The PET scanner consist of a ring of photodetectors which can measure the photons 
produced by the annihilation. The two photons travelling in opposite direction as a result of 
positron emission can be used to determine the location of the tracer using the so-called 
coincidence detection. This means that a measurement of an annihilation reaction is made 
when two photons are detected by two detectors opposite to each other within a certain 
(very  small) time frame [2][3]. This will ensure that the annihilation occurred somewhere 
along a line-of-response (LOR) although its exact position is not known. 
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When multiple measurements are made, the positions can be extracted from the 
intersections of different LORs. Therefore, further reconstruction techniques are employed 
which translate the set of LORs into an 3D PET image. After appropriate corrections, each 
voxel (volumetric pixel) in this image represents the radioactive concentration at that 
position.
A disadvantage of the PET scan is its low spatial resolution as compared to e.g. CT or 
MRI, which has several reasons. First of all, as mentioned above, the positron has to travel 
some distance, while losing some kinetic energy, before it can annihilate with an electron. 
The small remaining momentum of the positron-electron pair also results in a small 
deviation in the angle of both annihilation photons. In addition, the size of the detectors 
and the interaction of the photons with the detectors may result in additional inaccuracy in 
the determination of the LOR. As a result, current clinical PET systems are limited to a 
resolution of about 2 mm while preclinical systems are limited to a resolution of about 1 
mm. 
Then, despite of this inherently  low spatial resolution, why is PET used? The answer to 
this question lies in the special properties which can be measured using PET. As 
mentioned before, the uptake depends on both the characteristics of the tracer and the 
tissue. Thus many functional properties of the tissue can be assessed using different 
tracers. As a consequence, PET only shows anatomical information in as much as this is 
coupled to (dis-)function.  The application of PET in the clinic or in research is facilitated by 
the fact that PET is a quantitative imaging technique, based on the uptake in Bq/ml Thus it 
can be used to quantify differences between patients or to assess the effect of a given 
therapy.
Images, acquired using PET, can be of two categories i.e. static or dynamic. Static images  
have a fixed duration and are made at a specific point in time, depending on the tracer,   
figure 1.1. In this figure, the axes represent the x and y coordinate. The different colours 
represent the uptake in Bq/ml, so that each voxel represents the uptake of the tracer for 
the used time frame. For each tracer the contrast between normal (background) uptake 
and uptake in patho-physiological tissue will be optimal at some point in time. When a 
measurement is performed at this point in time, the best contrast is obtained. The images 
are 3D sets where each plane can be analysed visually. 
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Figure 1.1:! An image of a PET scan. The axes are turned so that x and y are 
! ! interchanged. The colour in the image represents the uptake (Bq/ml) and 
! ! therefore the measured intensity.



For dynamic images, the activity  in the tissue is followed in time by acquiring multiple 
images at consecutive time frames. When this approach is used, the time-activity curve 
(TAC) can be obtained for each voxel, see figure 1.2. This can be done by looking at the 
activity  in a specific voxel at the different time frames. The TAC contains information on the 
dynamics of the tracer which can be modelled in detail giving quantitative molecular 
information of the tissue under investigation.

Increasingly more PET scanners are also fitted with CT or MRI scanners. This combination 
gives both anatomic and functional information. The advantage of these scanners lies in 
the fact that because the patient doesn’t move between these scans, the position of the 
abnormality on the PET scan can be accurately measured using for example the CT scan. 
But how is a certain type of tissue selected? The normal procedure for this is the 
placement of a region-of-interest (ROI), directly onto the PET images [7]. The 
disadvantage of this method lies in the limited spatial resolution of the PET images [8] and 
the lack of anatomical information, which makes it difficult to insert a ROI onto the exact 
right location. And because of the user input to place a ROI, this technique is also operator 
dependent [1][4]. In addition, sometimes it is not known a-priori which region should be 
selected. This can be the case in for example the selection of blood vessels or so called 
reference tissue pixels which can only be defined by the characteristics of their TAC.
In this report a different technique, namely cluster analysis, is used to automatically define 
the ROIs of a PET images. Cluster analysis is a technique which groups a large data set 
into a limited number of clusters. This is done in such a way that voxels from a certain 
cluster resemble other voxels from that same cluster and are distinctive from voxels from 
other clusters. The advantage of the clustered data is not only  that a large dataset is 
reduced to a much smaller one, but also that certain voxels, which are in the same cluster, 
must be alike in a certain way. 
Cluster analysis represents different types of algorithms. For this report, K-means is 
chosen as the clustering technique. The reason for this choice lies in the availability  of this 
algorithm in Matlab and the fact that it is an appropriate method when large numbers of 
quantitative data are available. One of the main questions will be if K-means gives a clear 
clustering of the data set. There may be other techniques which can cluster the PET data 
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Figure 1.2:! Typical time-activity curve (TAC) as obtained from a PET scan and used 
! ! in this research



sufficiently or maybe even better then the chosen one, this can be a topic for further 
research.
K-means is a clustering techniques which is based on the mean distance. For a given data  
set the voxels are clustered in a predetermined number (K) of clusters. 
First of all K means are randomly  chosen from the data which will represent the first 
centroids. Then, every voxel is assigned to a centroid on the basis of the smallest 
distance. When every voxel is assigned, the centroid of these cluster is updated. The 
centroid can be thought of as the centre of mass of an object. When the new K centroids 
are determined, every voxel is again associated with the centroid on the basis of the 
lowest mean distance. This process is repeated until convergence is reached or until a 
predetermined number of iterative steps has been completed. 
For K-means, different choices can be made for the distance measurement within the 
algorithm, these are the Euclidian distance, which is a squared distance, and the 
Manhattan (or City-block) distance. The Manhattan distance is the distance between two 
points measured along axes at right angles. In a plane with p1 at (x1, y1) and p2 at (x2, y2), 
it is |x1 - x2| + |y1 - y2| [4]. This last distance is less vulnerable to single points lying far 
away (outliers), because of the squared distance in the Euclidean distance. Both distances 
will be used in this report and a conclusion on which distance is best for performing K-
means cluster analysis on dynamic PET scans will be drawn.
The number of clusters is a user input for K-means clustering [9]. Therefore it might be 
desirable to estimate this number. One method to perform this estimation is to use the 
Akaike or Schwartz criterion. These criteria give a measure of the relative goodness of a fit 
of a statistical model, which can say something about how good a model describes the 
reality. The criteria looks at the improvement of the fit when, in the case of K-means, 
another cluster is added. In [1] the Akaike and Schwartz criteria have been used, therefore 
the choice is made to make use of other methods in this research, namely the mean 
squared error, the within cluster variance and the summed deviation.
Cluster analysis may also be used to improve the signal to noise ratio (SNR). This ratio 
compares the level of the signal which is used for creating the images to the noise level 
from the background.  When a very short time frame is used, PET images have a low 
SNR. This is a consequence of background measurements. Cluster analysis can be used 
to improve this ratio. This is done by  a technique called soft clustering. Up  to this point, 
every voxel was assigned to one particular cluster based in the smallest distance 
(Euclidean or Manhattan). This is called hard clustering. Now each voxel is associated with 
every cluster’s centroid with a weighting factor, which is based on the mean distance. Thus 
each voxel is seen as a linear combination of every  centroid. Because every centroid 
represents a TAC, every  voxel will be represented by a linear combination of these. Since 
the centroid TACs will have a much better SNR than the individual TACs, the linear 
combination of all the centroids will also have a much better SNR [4].  
Obviously, k-means clustering only creates clusters but it does not classify  them. This 
means that the operator still has to decide which cluster or clusters may be of relevance. 
Classification might be possible if the characteristics of various tissue types are known a-
priori. However, this is all material for further research.
To summarise, the aim of this study is to answer the following questions: 

• Does cluster analysis give a clear segmentation of the PET images? 
• What is the effect of different distance measures (euclidian or manhattan) and 

which is better?
• Is it possible to automatically assign the correct number of clusters to the data? 
• Is it possible to use cluster analysis to improve the SNR of a dynamic PET image?
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Chapter 2

Materials and Methods
The segmentation method which is used in this report for a dynamic PET image is called 
cluster analysis. This method divides a given dataset into a predetermined number of 
clusters with the use of a certain algorithm.
The first task is to obtain a clear segmentation of the PET data. Therefore the function K-
means from Matlab  (v.7.9.0 r2009b), was used. With the use of this function a new script 
was written which incorporates all the analysis procedures. This script can be seen in 
appendix A.
The data comes from various dynamic PET scans, which can be represented by a 4D 
matrix. The first three dimensions represent the Cartesian coordinates and the fourth 
dimension represents time. The PET scans include a brain-scan and a heart-scan. The 
brain-scan has the following dimensions: (128, 128, 63, 25). So for every one of the 25 
time frames there is a 128x128x63 image. The spatial dimensions of the heart-scan are 
identical but here we have 19 time frames. The size of a single voxel is equal to 0.2288 x 
0.2288 = 0.05 cm2. The used tracers are C-11 for the brain scan and F-18 for the heart 
scan. A dynamic PET scan can be represented as n vectors of length m, with n the number 
of spatial voxels and m the number of time frames i.e. we have n vectors in m-dimensional 
space. Each axis represents the activity at a certain point in time. For example for three 
time frames this will mean a 3D plot where each vector represents the activity at these 
three time frames.
The time frames obtained using a PET scan are not all of the same length. In the 
beginning of a scan, shorter time frames are used to accurately represent the fast 
dynamics of the injected tracer. As time progresses, the signal changes less (lower 
frequencies) and thus longer scanning times are used. For each frame the accumulated 
counts are measured and divided by the frame duration to obtain the count rate in Bq/ml/s. 
This should be taken into account when using the data for cluster analysis. The simplest 
solution is to multiply the activity values of each frame with the frame duration so that the 
cluster analysis is performed on the measured counts. 
The K-means method partitions the n voxels into K clusters. This iterative partitioning 
minimises the sum, over all clusters, of the within-cluster sums of voxel-to-cluster-centroid 
distances. There are different options to measure this distance. Two options were 
investigated further i.e. the squared Euclidian distance (1) and the city block or Manhattan 
distance (2).

! ! !
! ! !

 ! ! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! !

With D the distance to be minimised, Aij the ith time-activity vectors belonging to cluster Cj 
and where superscript p denotes iteration p. 
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To see whether there is a significant difference between the two mentioned distance 
measurements, both distances have been used, with the same starting values and number 
of clusters. By subtracting the cluster images the differences between both 
implementations can be visualised.

The K-means method is based on an iterative process. This process starts with a 
predetermined number (K) of voxels from the dataset as primary centroids. After the 
starting centroids have been chosen, each voxel from the dataset is associated with its 
nearest centroid, based on the Euclidean (1) or Manhattan (2) distance. When every voxel 
is assigned to a certain cluster, the centroid of each cluster is updated. This centroid will, in 
the next step, be taken as the new mean. This process repeats itself until convergence is 
reached. This means that there are no longer voxels which switch from cluster to cluster, 
which will in turn mean that the centroid is fixed on a specific position.
Because k-means is an iterative method, it might be possible that the function ends in a 
local minimum rather than the global minimum. Two methods were used to investigate the 
influence of the starting values for the cluster analysis. First of all the robustness of the K-
means method was investigated. This was done by performing a cluster analysis a number 
of times on a given data set with the exact same initial centroids. To see if the clustering 
was done in the same way every time the sum of the sum of the distances between every 
voxel and its assigned cluster centroid was calculated, which is equal to (1) for the 
Euclidian and (2) for the the Manhattan distance.
Secondly, to look at any difference between the results for different starting values, for 
every distance measurement a number of analysis have been performed each with 
different starting values. Again by subtracting these images and visually examining the 
resulting images a conclusion can be drawn whether the starting values have any 
influence on the result of the analysis.
As the only user input, the number of clusters is of high importance for the analysis. Too 
many clusters, and the clusters become indistinguishable. Too few clusters and the TACs 
within a cluster do not all resemble the centroids TAC. For medical images, the number of 
clusters can sometimes be estimated in advance, based on a-priori knowledge. It was  first 
assumed in this research that the number of clusters lies somewhere in the range of  K = 5 
or 6. After the first measurements different methods were used to try to determine the 
actual optimum number of clusters. First of all, the mean squared error (MSE) (3) can be 
used. 

 

With Kthe number of cluster, Aij the ith time-activity vectors belonging to cluster Cj, µj the jth 
cluster centroid and Wj a normalised pre-factor based on the size of the different clusters. 
The weighting-factor Wj was calculated in two different ways. First by  dividing the number 
of TACs in the jth cluster by the total number of TACs. Secondly  by dividing the squared 
size of the jth cluster by  the squared total number of TACs. The MSE gives an insight into 
the correct number of clusters, because for this number the MSE, when plotted in a graph, 
will be at a stabilised region. What this in fact means is that adding another cluster will only 
be profitable when the new formed cluster contains a large enough number of voxels. 
As a second method to look at the number of clusters the error within each cluster is 
examined. The variance around the clusters centroid is assumed to stabilise from a certain 
number of clusters. This is due to the fact that the majority of the TACs within a cluster will 
resemble the centroids TAC.
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To investigate this property two images were created and subtracted. The images are both 
of the same cluster and at the same time and z value. The first image contains at the 
coordinates of the chosen cluster the original data, the second image contains the 
centroids data at each coordinate of the given cluster. When subtracted an image will is 
formed which shows the error between the real and clustered data. When large values are 
obtained when the two images are subtracted this gives a clue to investigate whether 
another value for Kwould be better for this dataset. This procedure is performed on each of 
the j clusters. There is also an image made which shows the error summed over the time 
intervals. This image will thus show the summed error and will be analysed visually.
A second method is used to look specifically at the variance within each cluster. This is 
done with the use of equation (4). 

This equation calculates the variance of each jth cluster and sums these variances over j. 
The total number of voxels in the jth is given by I. The results for multiple values of K were 
placed into a graph to see if there is a stabilisation. 
There are two possible results for the K-means cluster analysis, based on the type of 
clustering (hard or soft). For hard clustering, the result of the cluster analysis will be a new 
4D matrix where every  voxel resembles one of the K cluster centroids at that time frame. 
This will mean that the entire dataset is reduced to a smaller set. This result shows a hard 
boundary between the different types of tissues on the basis of the cluster to which a voxel 
is assigned. 
For soft clustering, the result will be a new 4D matrix where every voxel represents a linear 
combination of all of the centroids. Each voxel has a particular distance to all of the 
centroids. The reciprocal of this distance is normalised, by  dividing it with the sum of the 
reciprocal distances, and then multiplied with the centroids. When this is carried out on all 
the voxels, a new image is made with an improved SNR. The improvement of the SNR is a 
result of the averaging of the centroids which will have a much lower noise level than the 
individual time-activity  curves. The improvement of the SNR can made visible by looking at 
the TAC of a single voxel. This improved TAC should be more smooth. The SNR can also 
be improved by taking the the squared distance of every voxel in the same way as 
mentioned above. These two distance types, normal and squared, are used to create two 
images. 
Another way to see the improvement of the SNR is by looking at the noise graph. Noise, in 
general, is a random signal. So the mean of the noise should be zero. The noise graph 
can be obtained by subtracting the improved TAC  from the original one. What remains is 
the level of noise, which can be both analysed visually  and be taking the mean of the data. 
This is also done for the normal and for the squared distance. 
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Chapter 3

Results
First of all the two different types of distance measurement, Euclidian (1) and Manhattan 
(2) distance, are being compared. This is done by subtracting two images with the same 
number of clusters, K, and the same centroids at the start of the analysis. In figure 3.1 an 
example is given for K = 5, here the different colours represent the different clusters. The 
results of the subtraction for K = 5 and 6 can be seen in figure 3.2. 
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a) Euclidian distance b) Manhattan distance

Figure 3.1:! Two images made acquired using cluster analysis with the same starting 
! ! values, but with two different distance measurements: 
! ! a) Euclidian b) Manhattan distance. The different colours represent the 
! ! different clusters.

a) K = 5 b) K = 6

Figure 3.2:! Difference images of cluster analysis of the Euclidian and Manhattan 
! ! distance for different K-values: a)  K = 5 b) K = 6. The different values, 
! ! ranging from -1 till 1 arise from the fact that the same voxel can be placed 
! ! in a different cluster based on the used distance. 



It can be seen from these images that there is a difference between the two distance 
measurements. For K = 5 there is a clear contour visible. This says that especially  at the 
contours the voxels can be designated to different clusters depending on the used 
distance. The obtained values have, appart from zero, no real physical meaning. Zero 
means that the voxel is placed in the same cluster for the Euclidian and Manhattan 
distance. Other values are just the result of the numbering of the clusters. For the other 
value of K the result is less convincing, but for now it is assumed that because there are 
some differences, each subsequent analysis has to be performed on both distance 
measurements. 

3.1 Euclidian distance
First of all, the Euclidian distance is used for the analysis. With this, the robustness of the 
K-means function is examined. It might be possible that for the same starting values 
different outcomes are generated. To see if this is the case the same starting values are 
used on the same dataset a number of times. To measure the influence of the starting 
values, the sum of the distances from each voxel to its assigned centroid is calculated, 
which is called Sumd. When the sum is taken over all the clusters this value should be 
equal when the method is robust. In table 3.1 the results of the analysis are given for a 
number of K values.

It can be seen from table 3.1 that K-means analysis with the kmeans function is robust, the 
measurements do not differ when the same input is used for a given number of clusters, 
which is what was to be expected. 
 
To see the influence of different starting values on the same number of clusters with the 
same type of analysis, multiple analysis have been performed. Each analysis gives an 
image. When two images are subtracted, the influence of the starting values can be 
visualised. This procedure has been performed on data with 3, 4, 5 and 6 clusters. The 
results show an empty image for all values of K indicating that the starting values, 
introduced by an user or randomly generated by the kmeans function, do not have any 
influence on the results.

The above results show that K-means analysis is a robust method with a low dependency 
on the used starting values. With this information the optimum number of clusters is 
determined. This is done by calculating the MSE as explained in chapter 2 with the use of 
equation 3. The results are shown in table 3.2, in which the second column is used to 
show the sum of Sumd, the distances from each voxel to its assigned centroid. The third 
column shows the MSE value where the matrix W is filled on the diagonal with values 
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Number of Clusters 
(K)

sum(Sumd)

3 3.1740e+17

4 2.1357e+17

5 1.4767e+17

6 1.0971e+17

Table 3.1:! Sum of within cluster sum of point to centroid 
! ! distance for different K-values



which depend on the size of the clusters by dividing the cluster size by the total number of 
TACs. The fourth column does also show the MSE, but now called MSE because the 
squared size of the clusters are used. In figure 3.3 the graphs of the MSE and MSE2 as a 
function of K are plotted.
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Number of 
clusters, K

sum(Sumd) MSE MSE2

3 3.1740e+17 9.3834e+16 1.1644e+17

4 2.1357e+17 4.0488e+16 5.2103e+16

5 1.4767e+17 1.4575e+16 1.9741e+16

6 1.0971e+17 8.4768e+15 1.1661e+16

7 9.0383e+16 6.2105e+15 8.5879e+15

8 7.8806e+16 4.5363e+15 6.3181e+15

9 7.1238e+16 3.3719e+15 4.7361e+15

10 6.3197e+16 2.7974e+15 3.9351e+15

11 5.9810e+16 2.4260e+15 3.4239e+15

12 5.5828e+16 2.1039e+15 2.9739e+15

Table 3.2:! MSE as a function of the number of clusters 
! ! according to equation 3. The second 
! ! column shows the sum of Sumd.

Figure 3.3:! Plots of the MSE and MSE2 as a function of the number of clusters, K.



What these result show is that the MSE has a declining graph, which means that when 
more clusters are added a smaller error is made. The graphs decline rapidly for a low 
number of clusters and stabilise for larger numbers. This stabilised region gives a clue for 
the optimum number of clusters.
Another way to look at the optimum number of clusters is by looking at the error within 
each cluster. It is unlikely  that the data from a given cluster resembles the centroid at each 
time frame. To investigate this error, two images are created of the same cluster. The first 
image is filled with the original data. The second image is filled, at each voxel, with the 
centroid data. When these images are subtracted the error, which is the result of the 
difference between real and clustered data, can be visualised. In figure 3.4 an example of 
this procedure is shown.

The error will fluctuate from time frame to time frame. To visualise the total error, the sum 
is taken of the difference image. The result of this summation is shown in figure 3.5. 
Herein it can be seen that at the contours a larger error is present, what was to be 
expected based on anatomical arguments, namely  that the tissues at the edge of a 
contour are borderline cases which have some resemblance to all the adjacent contours.
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a) b) c)

Figure 3.4:! Three images of the same cluster (K = 5) in the 14th time frame. In these, 
! ! a) is filled with the centroid data at each point, b) is filled with the original 
! ! data and the third image, c) represents the error between these two images. 

Figure 3.5:! The error image of the difference of the clustered and the real data. This 
! ! error image is summed over all the time frames so that the total error can be 
! ! visualised. Again, larger errors are at the contours of the cluster.



It can be seen from figure 3.4 and 3.5 that a certain error is made within these clusters.   
When this error is plotted as the deviation (%) against the number of voxels with that 
deviation the histogram of figure 3.6 is generated.

It can be seen from the above figures that there are deviations from the original data when 
the clustered model is used. For the cluster from figure 3.5 is can be seen that the 
deviation follows a gaussian like distribution were the deviation stays within 30%. This 
diagram gives a clue for finding the optimum number of clusters, which will be dealt with 
further in the next chapter. 
The voxels of the entire difference image are summed over for different values of K. The 
result of this is shown in figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.6:! Histogram of the deviation percentage of the clustered data from the real 
! ! data in one cluster against the number of voxels with this deviation.

Figure 3.7:! Histogram of the percentage of voxels as a function of the equal to or greater 
! ! then deviation summed over the used K value for the number of clusters.
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What can be seen from figure 3.7 is that there is a large gap between the percentage of 
voxels with a larger deviation for 3 and for higher numbers of clusters. The most striking 
result is that for even 11 clusters the total number of voxels with a deviation of 100% or 
more is still given by roughly 38% of the total voxels. This result is investigated further in 
the next chapter. 

Another way to look at the within error of a cluster is by examining the spread, or variance, 
inside each cluster. The summed variances for different numbers of clusters have been 
calculated and the results are shown in figure 3.8.

From figure 3.8 it can be seen that the variance quickly decreases as the number of 
clusters increases and that is stabilises at around the same number of clusters as found 
earlier. It is normal that the value decreases even more when more clusters are added, 
because each voxel will be resemble its centroid even more. 

Although finding the optimum number of clusters is the biggest problem when using          
K-means, another important result can be achieved. The SNR of the original data can be 
improved by using the distance of each voxel to each of the K centroids to represent the 
data. Each voxel is represented by a normalised distance times the different centroids. In 
figure 3.9 the results are shown. The difference between the two images lies in the fact 
that for the second image the distance is squared.
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Figure 3.8:! The summed variance over the used number of clusters as a function of the 
! ! number of clusters.

a) b) c)
Figure 3.9:! Two images with an improved SNR with the use of cluster analysis, a) here 
! ! the normal distance is used, b) here the squared distance is used c) image 
! ! a and b are subtracted to show the small, but existing deviations.



The function of soft clustering becomes more apparent when looking at figure 3.9. The 
cluster edges run into each other to give a more realistic image. Although the difference 
between the usage of r or r2 is small, it can be seen that the differences are present 
throughout the entire image. 
The SNR improvement can best be seen by looking at a single voxel. This is shown in 
figure 3.10 where the TAC is shown for the measured data and the improved voxel.

It is clear from the above graphs that the TAC for this particular voxel becomes more 
smooth with the use of the data from the cluster analysis, in particular the centroids and 
the distance from voxel to centroid. To ensure the validity of the SNR improvement the 
graphs of the original data and the improved data can be subtracted. What remains is the 
noise level. Because the noise level is a random signal the mean should be approximately 
zero. Firstly the above graphs are used, which gives the results shown in figure 3.11. 
Secondly the graphs for a single cluster are drawn in figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.10:!Three graphs representing the same voxel. The first graph (red) represents 
! ! the original measurements, the second graph (black) the improved TAC 
! ! based on the distance, r, and the third graph (blue) the improved TAC based 
! ! on the squared distance, r2.

Figure 3.11:!The noise level graphs for 1 voxel. The red line represents the data were the 
! ! normal distance is used, the blue line represents the data with the use of r2.



To ensure that the used method, with r or r2 as distance, is a good method the mean of the 
resulting noise graph should approximately be zero. For 1 voxel, the means are for r equal 
to 415.3 and for r2 equal to -201.9. These values deviate from zero, but the value for r2 is 
closer to zero then the value for r. For 1 cluster the values are for r equal to -269.0 and for 
r2 equal to -9.6. Again the same conclusion for r and r2 can be drawn, which leads to the 
overall conclusion that the SNR for this data set should be improved using r2.

3.2 Manhattan distance
Secondly, the manhattan distance is used for the analysis. The same methods as used for 
the Euclidian distance are used in this paragraph. The robustness of the method is tested 
in the same manner and gives the same result. So for the same input the function 
generates the same output. And for different starting values, the sum of Sumd is equal for 
different values of K.

The next step is to investigate the number of clusters when the manhattan distance is 
used. This is investigated in the same manner as above, with the use of equation (3) for 
the MSE. The results are plotted in figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.12:!The noise level graphs for 1 cluster. The red line represents the data were 
! ! the normal distance is used, the blue line represents the data with r2.

Figure 3.13:!Plots of the MSE and MSE2 as a function of the number of clusters, K.



Figure 3.13 gives the same result as the MSE for the Euclidian distance. The graph 
declines rapidly for a smaller number of clusters and stabilises for larger numbers. This 
again gives a clue for the optimum number of clusters lying somewhere in the stabilised 
region. The difference between the Euclidian and Manhattan distance is also visible when 
these two graphs (figure 3.3 and figure 3.9) are compared. The values for the MSE (non 
squared and squared) have a higher value for the Euclidian distance then for the 
Manhattan distance. This result follows from equation (1) and (2), because of the fact that 
the squared distance is used for the Euclidian distance.

The difference for between the real data and the clustered data for 1 cluster has also been 
determined for the Manhattan distance. The resulting image can be seen in figure 3.14.

The relative difference between the maxima for the clustered and real data, when the 
Manhattan method is used, is equal to the maximum of the error image, which is      
3.0048e+07, divided by the maximum value of the real data, which is 1.1542e+08. So the 
maximum relative is error is equal to 26.03%.
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Figure 3.14:!The error image of the difference of the clustered and the real data. This 
! ! error image is summed over all the time frames so that the total error can be 
! ! visualised. Again, larger errors are at the contours of the cluster.

Figure 3.15:!The summed variance over the used number of clusters as a function of the 
! ! number of clusters.



In figure 3.15 it can be seen that the variance acts in a similar way as for the Euclidian 
distance. It should therefore also be usable as a guide to the optimum number of clusters, 
which are likely to be found in the stabilised region of the graph.

The SNR optimisation has also been performed on the data obtained with the Manhattan 
distance. The resulting images are again given for r and r2 in figure 3.16.

From these images it is visible the there are differences throughout the entire image for the 
two different distance measurements. The noise level graphs are being used as a method 
to see if the improved data only  differ from the original data with the noise. For this, the 
mean of the noise level graph should be approximately equal to zero. In figure 3.17 the 
noise level graphs are given.

For these two graphs the means are calculated. These are for r equal to -1226.7 and for r2 
equal to 134.5. When compared to the mean of the data, which are 6246.2 for r and 
4885.0 for r2, this gives a relative deviation of -19.6% and 2.75% respectively. This shows 
that the SNR improvement using the r2 distance gives a better improvement and that the 
noise level for this improvement is smaller then for the data were r is used.
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a) b) c)
Figure 3.16:!Two images with an improved SNR with the use of cluster analysis, a) here 
! ! the normal distance is used, b) here the squared distance is used c) image 
! ! a and b are subtracted to show the small, but existing deviations.

Figure 3.17:!The noise level graphs for 1 cluster. The blue line represents the data were 
! ! the normal distance is used, the red line represents the data with r2.



3.3 Heart scan
The foregoing results have all been obtained by means of a brain scan. In this paragraph 
the same methods are used to see if the same results emerge when the data of a heart 
scan is used as a proof of principle. There are no additional optimisations, like for example 
placing a mask over the image so that only  the heart is analysed. The image with the 
original data is shown in figure 3.18.

As can been seen above, the MSE gives a approximation of the optimum number of 
clusters, namely in the stabilising region of the MSE graph. This graph of the heart scan is 
given in figure 3.19.
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Figure 3.18:!Image of a heart scan with the original data. The image is an average image 
! ! of the 5 last time frames.

Figure 3.19:!Graph of the MSE as a function of the number of clusters, K. The optimum 
! ! number is assumed to be in the stabilising region of the graph, so around 9 
! ! clusters.



The optimum number of clusters is assumed to be around 9 clusters when looking at the 
MSE graph in figure 3.19. The image is clustered with K = 9 and the resulting image is 
shown in figure 3.20.

The SNR of the heart image has also been improved using the results of the cluster 
analysis. The results of this procedure can be seen in figure 3.21.

The same results as for the brain scan are obtained for the heart scan. Cluster analysis 
gives a clear clustering of the image. With the use of the MSE a first approximation can be 
made of the optimum number of clusters. And with the use of the cluster analysis, the SNR 
of the image can be improved.
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Figure 3.20:!A clustered image of a heart scan, were 9 clusters are used to partition the 
! ! original data.

a) c)b)
Figure 3.21:!Two images of a heart scan with an improved SNR with the use of cluster 
! ! analysis, a) here the normal distance is used, b) here the squared distance 
! ! is used c) image a and b are subtracted to show the small, but existing 
! ! deviations.



Chapter 4

Conclusions 
This research has had two main goals. The first aim was to see if a dynamic PET scan 
could be segmented using cluster analysis. The second aim was to see if the results of the 
cluster analysis could be used to improve the SNR of the original data with the use of soft 
clustering. 

In this research, the K-means method was chosen to see if cluster analysis could work on 
dynamic PET scans. Other methods are present, for example hierarchal clustering, which 
could give the same or even better results. It is recommended that more research is done 
so that the best method can chosen for each application.

The reason for investigating other methods is that the K-means method has some 
disadvantages. The first one is that outliers, voxels which do not resemble any of the 
centroids, still have to be assigned to a cluster. This will cause the centroid of the cluster in 
which this outlier is placed to deviate from the optimum centroid position. The Euclidian 
method, which uses the squared distance, is susceptible to these outliers. It was therefore 
investigated if there were visible differences between the two distance measurements. 
From the results it is visible that differences have been noticed. Additional research is 
required to see which measurement is better when cluster analysis is used for this 
application. 

The second disadvantage of the K-means method lies in the fact that the number of 
clusters, K, should be chosen in advance. In medical sciences a good estimation can be 
made based on anatomical knowledge. This estimation gives a certain range for K, but 
does not necessarily give the optimum number. Different statistical criteria can be used. In 
this research the MSE was investigated, which gives an advantage to larger clusters, 
because it is based on the cluster size. The outcome of the MSE is a declining graph, 
because of the fact that when K is increased the mean squared error will drop. From this 
graph the optimum number is estimated to be somewhere in the stabilising region. Further 
research is necessary to define better where this region positioned and how to pick the 
optimum number.

A second method which was used in this research was to look at the deviation of the 
clustered data from the real data. What followed from this analysis was a graph which 
shows that the deviation follows a gaussian like distribution. In future research the 
question could be what the maximum spread of this distribution should be for each cluster 
to know the optimum number of clusters. As noticed in the previous chapter, the 
summation over the deviation for different values for K has a large value, even when a 
large number of clusters are being used. It has been seen that the distribution of the data 
outside of the head, in the case of the brain study, follows a different distribution. It is 
therefore advisable to place a mask over the initial data so that only  the regions of interest 
are being clustered.
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Another option to determine K is to calculate the Akaike or Schwartz criteria. What these 
criteria will do is see if there is an improvement in the fit when an additional cluster added. 
In medical sciences small clusters can be present, but with these criteria they are less 
likely  to exist. In future research in might be interesting to compare the outcome of the 
Akaike or Schwartz criteria with a PET scan made of a phantom, were the number of 
tissue types, and therefore the number of clusters, are known. 

In this research the within cluster variance was calculated. This variance gives a measure 
of the error of how the original TACs are represented by the centroids TAC  within one 
cluster. A certain variance is assumed to occur for every centroid, because it is highly 
unlikely that the entire cluster behaves exactly  the same as the centroid. But this variance 
should have a upper limit, above which the conclusion can be drawn that an additional 
cluster should be made. This upper limit should be part of further research. The final image 
with the optimum number of clusters as found in this research, 8, is shown in figure 4.1.

Besides figuring out the optimum number of clusters, improving the SNR of the dynamic 
PET scan was also a important result for this research. To improve the SNR two distances 
were used, the normal distance r and the squared distance r2. It was shown that these two 
distances give a significant different result by subtracting the two results and analysing 
these visually. The question is now which of these two types gives the best result, meaning 
which of these two types represents the real data the best. This is a hard question, 
because the real, noise free, data is unknown. By looking at the noise level graph it is 
possible to see whether the mean noise level is zero, but this is not a real measure of the 
goodness of fit. In further research this subject should be looked into further, to see if the 
optimum method of improving the SNR using cluster analysis could be found.
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Figure 4.1:! The final image of the cluster analysis with 8 clusters, which has been found 
! ! in this research as an approximation of the optimum number of clusters.



What cluster analysis on a dynamic PET scan actually  does is looking at the TAC of a 
single voxel and comparing the shape of this TAC with all the other voxels. In this research 
the amplitude of the TAC was not normalised, so also the amplitude could be used to see 
if the TACs of two voxels are resembling each other. In a subsequent study  it is advisable 
to normalise the data set, so that all the data comes to lie on a n dimensional sphere 
instead of scattered in a n dimensional space. When this method is used, only the shape 
of the TAC can be used to cluster the data, which might give a different, and perhaps 
better, clustering.

A last point for improving cluster analysis is by using automated classification. What is 
meant by this is that the shape of, for example, blood always has a certain shape, see 
figure 4.2. This shape could be used to let the program decide which type of tissue is 
present. When this can be done for all the tissue types, a computer can see if a certain 
type of, possibly malignant, tissue is visible. Before this is possible the kinetics of all the 
different tissue types have to be known so further research is necessary. 

In conclusion, the cluster analysis with the K-means method, when performed on a 
dynamic PET scan, gives a clear segmentation of the original data. The optimum number 
of clusters can be estimated trough several methods but more research is required to be 
able to see which number gives the best results. The outcome of the cluster analysis can 
be used to perform soft clustering to improve the SNR of the original data. Further 
research is necessary to be able to determine the optimum number of clusters and to use 
the analysis results for more goals.
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Figure 4.2:! The typical TAC of blood with a high peak resulting from the injected tracer.
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Appendix A
%Cluster analysis
clear all
close all
 
%% Reading file + first analysis
file = '/Users/nrvdwerf/Google Drive/data ba/data/CR0902_20091022_1e6f_fde2_de13.v';
[Data, Mainh, Subh, Matval, err] = azgEcat7ReadData(file);
 
dur = [Subh.frame_duration]/1000;   % In sec.
offset = [Subh.frame_start_time]/1000;  % In sec.
time = offset + dur/2;          % Frame midpoint in sec.
 
%% Selection of relevant voxels
plane = 28;
frame = mean(Data(:,:,:,21:25),4);
img = frame(:,:,plane);
m = mean(img(:));
I = find(img>m);          
img2=zeros(size(img));    
img2(I) = img(I);         
 
D = reshape(Data(:,:,plane,:),[],25);
tac = mean(D(I,:),1);     % Mean tac of selected voxels
figure(1); clf;
subplot(4,1,1); plot(time,tac,'-o');        title('Time - Activity, Mean brain');
subplot(4,1,2); plot(time,tac.*dur,'-o');   title('Time - Counts, Mean brain');
 
 
DUR = ones(size(D,1),1)*dur;
Counts = D.*DUR;          % Counts as function of time;
Counts2 = D.*DUR;
 
%% K-means Clustering
k = 5;                    % Number of clusters
 
%first euclidian distance
[IDX1,Cent1, Sumd1, d1] = K-means(Counts,k,'distance','sqEuclidean','maxiter',500); 
[IDX2,Cent2, Sumd2, d2] = K-means(Counts2,k,'distance','cityblock','maxiter',500); 
 
% Plot counts and countrate of centroids as function of time.
% Centers of clusters are by definition mean time-count curves.
dur5 = ones(k,1)*dur;
figure(1);
subplot(4,1,3); plot(time,Cent1./dur5,'-o');    title('Time - Activity, Centroids');
subplot(4,1,4); plot(time,Cent1,'-o');          title('Time - Counts, Centroids');
 
% Display clusters as image.
cimg = zeros(size(img));
dimg = zeros(size(img));
cimg(:) = IDX1;
dimg(:) = IDX2;
figure(2); clf;
subplot(1,3,1); imagesc(cimg); axis image; colorbar; title('Euclidian');
subplot(1,3,2); imagesc(dimg); axis image; colorbar; title('Manhattan');
subplot(1,3,3); imagesc(cimg-dimg); axis image; colorbar; title('Difference');
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%% MSE calculation (here only for IDX1)
clust1 = find(IDX1==1);
clust2 = find(IDX1==2);
clust3 = find(IDX1==3);
clust4 = find(IDX1==4);
clust5 = find(IDX1==5);
clust6 = find(IDX1==6);
clust7 = find(IDX1==7);
clust8 = find(IDX1==8);
clust9 = find(IDX1==9);
clust10 = find(IDX1==10);
clust11 = find(IDX1==11);
clust12 = find(IDX1==12);
 
[size_clust1 ~] = size(clust1);
[size_clust2 ~] = size(clust2);
[size_clust3 ~] = size(clust3);
[size_clust4 ~] = size(clust4);
[size_clust5 ~] = size(clust5);
[size_clust6 ~] = size(clust6);
[size_clust7 ~] = size(clust7);
[size_clust8 ~] = size(clust8);
[size_clust9 ~] = size(clust9);
[size_clust10 ~] = size(clust10);
[size_clust11 ~] = size(clust11);
[size_clust12 ~] = size(clust12);
 
size_total = 
size_clust1+size_clust2+size_clust3+size_clust4+size_clust5+size_clust6+size_clust7
+size_clust8+size_clust9+size_clust10+size_clust11+size_clust12;
 
W = zeros(k,k);
W(1,1) = size_clust1/size_total;
W(2,2) = size_clust2/size_total;
W(3,3) = size_clust3/size_total;
W(4,4) = size_clust4/size_total;
W(5,5) = size_clust5/size_total;
%W(6,6) = size_clust6/size_total;
%W(7,7) = size_clust7/size_total;
%W(8,8) = size_clust8/size_total;
%W(9,9) = size_clust9/size_total;
%W(10,10) = size_clust10/size_total;
%W(11,11) = size_clust11/size_total;
%W(12,12) = size_clust12/size_total;
sum_sumd = sum(Sumd1);
MSE1 = sum(W*Sumd1);
 
A=diag(W)';
B = normr(A);
W2 = zeros(k,k);
W2(1,1) = B(1,1);
W2(2,2) = B(1,2);
W2(3,3) = B(1,3);
W2(4,4) = B(1,4);
W2(5,5) = B(1,5);
%W2(6,6) = B(1,6);
%W2(7,7) = B(1,7);
%W2(8,8) = B(1,8);
%W2(9,9) = B(1,9);
%W2(10,10) = B(1,10);
%W2(11,11) = B(1,11);
%W2(12,12) = B(1,12);
MSE2 = sum(W2*Sumd1);
 
display(MSE1);
display(MSE2);
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%% Within cluster error calculation
clust1data = Counts(clust1,:);
clust2data = Counts(clust2,:);
clust3data = Counts(clust3,:);
clust4data = Counts(clust4,:);
clust5data = Counts(clust5,:);
clust6data = Counts(clust6,:);
clust7data = Counts(clust7,:);
clust8data = Counts(clust8,:);
clust9data = Counts(clust9,:);
clust10data = Counts(clust10,:);
clust11data = Counts(clust11,:);
 
clust1img = zeros(size(D));
clust2img = zeros(size(D));
clust3img = zeros(size(D));
clust4img = zeros(size(D));
clust5img = zeros(size(D));
clust6img = zeros(size(D));
clust7img = zeros(size(D));
clust8img = zeros(size(D));
clust9img = zeros(size(D));
clust10img = zeros(size(D));
clust11img = zeros(size(D));
 
clust1img(clust1,:) = clust1data;
clust2img(clust2,:) = clust2data;
clust3img(clust3,:) = clust3data;
clust4img(clust4,:) = clust4data;
clust5img(clust5,:) = clust5data;
clust5img(clust6,:) = clust6data;
clust5img(clust7,:) = clust7data;
clust5img(clust8,:) = clust8data;
clust5img(clust9,:) = clust9data;
clust5img(clust10,:) = clust10data;
clust5img(clust11,:) = clust11data;
 
C1 = clust1img;
C2 = clust2img;
C3 = clust3img;
C4 = clust4img;
C5 = clust5img;
C6 = clust6img;
C7 = clust7img;
C8 = clust8img;
C9 = clust9img;
C10 = clust10img;
C11 = clust11img;
 
clust1imgr = reshape(clust1img,[128 128 25]);
figure(3);
subplot(1,3,1); imagesc(clust1imgr(:,:,14)); title('Original Data');
 
clust1img(clust1img~=0)=1;
clust2img(clust2img~=0)=1;
clust3img(clust3img~=0)=1;
clust4img(clust4img~=0)=1;
clust5img(clust5img~=0)=1;
clust6img(clust6img~=0)=1;
clust7img(clust7img~=0)=1;
clust8img(clust8img~=0)=1;
clust9img(clust9img~=0)=1;
clust10img(clust10img~=0)=1;
clust11img(clust11img~=0)=1;
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centroid1 = C1;
centroid2 = C2;
centroid3 = C3;
centroid4 = C4;
centroid5 = C5;
centroid6 = C6;
centroid7 = C7;
centroid8 = C8;
centroid9 = C9;
centroid10 = C10;
centroid11 = C11;
 
[m n] = size(clust1img);
for i = 1:m;
    centroid1(i,:) = clust1img(i,:).*Cent1(1,:);
    centroid2(i,:) = clust2img(i,:).*Cent1(2,:);
    centroid3(i,:) = clust3img(i,:).*Cent1(3,:);
    centroid4(i,:) = clust4img(i,:).*Cent1(4,:);
    centroid5(i,:) = clust5img(i,:).*Cent1(5,:);
    %centroid6(i,:) = clust6img(i,:).*Cent1(6,:);
    %centroid7(i,:) = clust7img(i,:).*Cent1(7,:);
    %centroid8(i,:) = clust8img(i,:).*Cent1(8,:);
    %centroid9(i,:) = clust9img(i,:).*Cent1(9,:);
    %centroid10(i,:) = clust10img(i,:).*Cent1(10,:);
    %centroid11(i,:) = clust11img(i,:).*Cent1(11,:);
end
 
centroid1r = reshape(centroid1,[128 128 25]);
figure(3);
subplot(1,3,2); imagesc(centroid1r(:,:,14)); title('Clustered Data');
 
%now substracting the two images
subt1 = centroid1-C1;
subt2 = centroid2-C2;
subt3 = centroid3-C3;
subt4 = centroid4-C4;
subt5 = centroid5-C5;
subt6 = centroid6-C6;
subt7 = centroid7-C7;
subt8 = centroid8-C8;
subt9 = centroid9-C9;
subt10 = centroid10-C10;
subt11 = centroid11-C11;
 
subt1r = reshape(subt1,[128 128 25]);
figure(3)
subplot(1,3,3); imagesc(subt1r(:,:,14)); title('Difference');
 
ssubt1 = sum(subt1,2);
ssubt2 = sum(subt2,2);
ssubt3 = sum(subt3,2);
ssubt4 = sum(subt4,2);
ssubt5 = sum(subt5,2);
ssubt6 = sum(subt6,2);
ssubt7 = sum(subt7,2);
ssubt8 = sum(subt8,2);
ssubt9 = sum(subt9,2);
ssubt10 = sum(subt10,2);
ssubt11 = sum(subt11,2);
 
 
figure(4)
imagesc(reshape(ssubt1,[128 128])); title('Summed Difference');
 
variance_clust(1) = var(ssubt1(clust1,:));
variance_clust(2) = var(ssubt2(clust2,:));
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variance_clust(3) = var(ssubt3(clust3,:));
variance_clust(4) = var(ssubt4(clust4,:));
variance_clust(5) = var(ssubt5(clust5,:));
variance_clust(6) = var(ssubt6(clust6,:));
variance_clust(7) = var(ssubt7(clust7,:));
variance_clust(8) = var(ssubt8(clust8,:));
variance_clust(9) = var(ssubt9(clust9,:));
variance_clust(10) = var(ssubt10(clust10,:));
variance_clust(11) = var(ssubt11(clust11,:));
 
variance = sum(variance_clust(1:k));
display(variance);
 
summeddatac1 = sum(clust1data,2);
summeddatac2 = sum(clust2data,2);
summeddatac3 = sum(clust3data,2);
summeddatac4 = sum(clust4data,2);
summeddatac5 = sum(clust5data,2);
summeddatac6 = sum(clust6data,2);
summeddatac7 = sum(clust7data,2);
summeddatac8 = sum(clust8data,2);
summeddatac9 = sum(clust9data,2);
summeddatac10 = sum(clust10data,2);
summeddatac11 = sum(clust11data,2);
 
summedcentroid1 = sum(centroid1(clust1,:),2);
summedcentroid2 = sum(centroid2(clust2,:),2);
summedcentroid3 = sum(centroid3(clust3,:),2);
summedcentroid4 = sum(centroid4(clust4,:),2);
summedcentroid5 = sum(centroid5(clust5,:),2);
summedcentroid6 = sum(centroid6(clust6,:),2);
summedcentroid7 = sum(centroid7(clust7,:),2);
summedcentroid8 = sum(centroid8(clust8,:),2);
summedcentroid9 = sum(centroid9(clust9,:),2);
summedcentroid10 = sum(centroid10(clust10,:),2);
summedcentroid11 = sum(centroid11(clust11,:),2);
 
[sizec1 ~] = size(summeddatac1);
[sizec2 ~] = size(summeddatac2);
[sizec3 ~] = size(summeddatac3);
[sizec4 ~] = size(summeddatac4);
[sizec5 ~] = size(summeddatac5);
[sizec6 ~] = size(summeddatac6);
[sizec7 ~] = size(summeddatac7);
[sizec8 ~] = size(summeddatac8);
[sizec9 ~] = size(summeddatac9);
[sizec10 ~] = size(summeddatac10);
[sizec11 ~] = size(summeddatac11);
 
devc1 = zeros(sizec1,1);
devc2 = zeros(sizec2,1);
devc3 = zeros(sizec3,1);
devc4 = zeros(sizec4,1);
devc5 = zeros(sizec5,1);
devc6 = zeros(sizec6,1);
devc7 = zeros(sizec7,1);
devc8 = zeros(sizec8,1);
devc9 = zeros(sizec9,1);
devc10 = zeros(sizec10,1);
devc11 = zeros(sizec11,1);
  
for i = 1:sizec1
    devc1(i,:) = abs(100-100*summedcentroid1(i,:)/summeddatac1(i,:));
end
for i = 1:sizec2
    devc2(i,:) = abs(100-100*summedcentroid2(i,:)/summeddatac2(i,:));
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end
for i = 1:sizec3
    devc3(i,:) = abs(100-100*summedcentroid3(i,:)/summeddatac3(i,:));
end
for i = 1:sizec4
    devc4(i,:) = abs(100-100*summedcentroid4(i,:)/summeddatac4(i,:));
end
for i = 1:sizec5
    devc5(i,:) = abs(100-100*summedcentroid5(i,:)/summeddatac5(i,:));
end
for i = 1:sizec6
    devc6(i,:) = abs(100-100*summedcentroid6(i,:)/summeddatac6(i,:));
end
for i = 1:sizec7
    devc7(i,:) = abs(100-100*summedcentroid7(i,:)/summeddatac7(i,:));
end
for i = 1:sizec8
    devc8(i,:) = abs(100-100*summedcentroid8(i,:)/summeddatac8(i,:));
end
for i = 1:sizec9
    devc9(i,:) = abs(100-100*summedcentroid9(i,:)/summeddatac9(i,:));
end
for i = 1:sizec10
    devc10(i,:) = abs(100-100*summedcentroid10(i,:)/summeddatac10(i,:));
end
for i = 1:sizec11
    devc11(i,:) = abs(100-100*summedcentroid11(i,:)/summeddatac11(i,:));
end
 
numele100 = sum(devc1>=100) + sum(devc2>=100)+ sum(devc3>=100)+ sum(devc4>=100)+ 
sum(devc5>=100)+ sum(devc6>=100)+ sum(devc7>=100)+ sum(devc8>=100)+ sum(devc9>=100)+ 
sum(devc10>=100)+ sum(devc11>=100);
numele90 = sum(devc1>=90) + sum(devc2>=90)+ sum(devc3>=90)+ sum(devc4>=90)+ 
sum(devc5>=90)+ sum(devc6>=90)+ sum(devc7>=90)+ sum(devc8>=90)+ sum(devc9>=90)+ 
sum(devc10>=90)+ sum(devc11>=90);
numele80 = sum(devc1>=80) + sum(devc2>=80)+ sum(devc3>=80)+ sum(devc4>=80)+ 
sum(devc5>=80)+ sum(devc6>=80)+ sum(devc7>=80)+ sum(devc8>=80)+ sum(devc9>=80)+ 
sum(devc10>=80)+ sum(devc11>=80);
numele70 = sum(devc1>=70) + sum(devc2>=70)+ sum(devc3>=70)+ sum(devc4>=70)+ 
sum(devc5>=70)+ sum(devc6>=70)+ sum(devc7>=70)+ sum(devc8>=70)+ sum(devc9>=70)+ 
sum(devc10>=70)+ sum(devc11>=70);
numele60 = sum(devc1>=60) + sum(devc2>=60)+ sum(devc3>=60)+ sum(devc4>=60)+ 
sum(devc5>=60)+ sum(devc6>=60)+ sum(devc7>=60)+ sum(devc8>=60)+ sum(devc9>=60)+ 
sum(devc10>=60)+ sum(devc11>=60);
numele50 = sum(devc1>=50) + sum(devc2>=50)+ sum(devc3>=50)+ sum(devc4>=50)+ 
sum(devc5>=50)+ sum(devc6>=50)+ sum(devc7>=50)+ sum(devc8>=50)+ sum(devc9>=50)+ 
sum(devc10>=50)+ sum(devc11>=50);
numele40 = sum(devc1>=40) + sum(devc2>=40)+ sum(devc3>=40)+ sum(devc4>=40)+ 
sum(devc5>=40)+ sum(devc6>=40)+ sum(devc7>=40)+ sum(devc8>=40)+ sum(devc9>=40)+ 
sum(devc10>=40)+ sum(devc11>=40);
numele30 = sum(devc1>=30) + sum(devc2>=30)+ sum(devc3>=30)+ sum(devc4>=30)+ 
sum(devc5>=30)+ sum(devc6>=30)+ sum(devc7>=30)+ sum(devc8>=30)+ sum(devc9>=30)+ 
sum(devc10>=30)+ sum(devc11>=30);
numele20 = sum(devc1>=20) + sum(devc2>=20)+ sum(devc3>=20)+ sum(devc4>=20)+ 
sum(devc5>=20)+ sum(devc6>=20)+ sum(devc7>=20)+ sum(devc8>=20)+ sum(devc9>=20)+ 
sum(devc10>=20)+ sum(devc11>=20);
numele10 = sum(devc1>=10) + sum(devc2>=10)+ sum(devc3>=10)+ sum(devc4>=10)+ 
sum(devc5>=10)+ sum(devc6>=10)+ sum(devc7>=10)+ sum(devc8>=10)+ sum(devc9>=10)+ 
sum(devc10>=10)+ sum(devc11>=10);
 
percele100 = 100*numele100/m;
percele90 = 100*numele90/m;
percele80 = 100*numele80/m;
percele70 = 100*numele70/m;
percele60 = 100*numele60/m;
percele50 = 100*numele50/m;
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percele40 = 100*numele40/m;
percele30 = 100*numele30/m;
percele20 = 100*numele20/m;
percele10 = 100*numele10/m;
 
percentages = 
[percele100;percele90;percele80;percele70;percele60;percele50;percele40;percele30;percele
20;percele10];
display(percentages);
 
%% SNR improvement
% Normalize distances to centroid for each point for r
rd = 1./d1;         % Reciproce distance.
srd = sum(rd,2);
nrd = rd./(srd*ones(1,k));
 
filc = nrd*Cent1;
fila = filc./DUR;
tacimg = reshape(D, [128 128 25]);
ftacimg = reshape(fila, [128 128 25]);
 
% Normalize distances to centroid for each point for r^2
rd2 = 1./(d1.^2);
srd2 = sum(rd2,2);
nrd2 = rd2./(srd2*ones(1,k));
 
filc2 = nrd2*Cent1;
fila2 = filc2./DUR;
tacimg2 = reshape(D, [128 128 25]);
ftacimg2 = reshape(fila2, [128 128 25]);
 
imp = D-fila;
impr = reshape(imp,[128 128 25]);
imp2 = D-fila2;
impr2 = reshape(imp2,[128 128 25]);
 
%show SNR improvement for 1 voxel (67,103,28,:)
figure(5); clf;
hold on
plot(reshape(tacimg(67,103,:),25,1)); title('TAC one voxel');
plot(reshape(ftacimg(67,103,:),25,1));
plot(reshape(ftacimg2(67,103,:),25,1));
 
figure(6);
hold on
plot(reshape(impr(67,103,:),25,1)); title('Noise level one voxel');
plot(reshape(impr2(67,103,:),25,1));
 
Mean_R = mean(reshape(impr(67,103,:),25,1))
Mean_R2 = mean(reshape(impr2(67,103,:),25,1))
 
%1 cluster, mean plot
clust1 = find(IDX1==1);
A = imp(clust1,:);
B = imp2(clust1,:);
Amean = mean(A);
Bmean = mean(B);
mean_cluster_r = mean(Amean);
mean_cluster_r2 = mean(Bmean);
 
display(mean_cluster_r);
display(mean_cluster_r2);
figure(7);
hold on
plot(Amean); title('Noise level one cluster');
plot(Bmean);
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